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ABSTRACT
Data is a vital asset in virtually all types of organizations. These days data or information acquired from data analysis
is the basis of decision making in various businesses or organizations in general and this offers numerous benefits by
building accurate and dependable process. The degradation of its quality has erratic consequences resulting to wrong
insights and decisions. Moreover, these are the days of Big Data (BD) which comes with varieties of vast amount of
unprecedented data with unknown quality which makes its Data Quality (DQ) evaluation very challenging. DQ is
therefore critical for the processes of data operations and management in order to detect associated performance
problems. Besides, data of high quality has the ability to attain top services within an organization through enlarged
prospects. Nonetheless, recognising different characteristics of DQ from its definition to the different Data Quality
Dimensions (DQDs) are crucial for equipping methods and processes for the purpose of improving DQ. This paper
focuses on the review of BD and the most commonly used DQDs for BD which are basis for the assessment and
evaluation of the quality of BD.
Keywords: big data; data quality; data quality dimensions; big data quality;
1.

INTRODUCTION

The rate of data explosion nowadays has never been apparent. Variety of data from diverse sources have been
mounting immensely in large volume, with unprecedented velocity and the veracity of much of these data are
uncertain. The Volume, Variety, Velocity and Veracity constitute the initial 4Vs definition of BD [1-5]. This new drift
has given birth to the known phenomena called Big Data (BD). The trend has also prevailed on a change in
organizational policy or strategy from the classical traditional management systems to Cloud enabled BD which brings
flexible and scalable management of data and has proved to be cost effective and efficient [6-7]. Moreover, the growth
of unstructured data especially indicates that data processing has gone beyond ordinary tables and rows [8-11]. This
is noteworthy because data is considered as an asset in small and large business organizations especially in such an
era where insights for business strategic decisions are drawn from BD [12-17]. According to [18], the insights offer
new ways to the organizations by influencing fresh types of analytics on the new kinds of data. The challenge is now
thrown to the organizations for the creation of fresh actions based on the profits offered by these sorts of analysis [19].
Bearing in mind that data from its sources and data analytics products are well-meaning for organizations and
considering the great value of the organizations, practitioners and researchers view data as one of the significance
benefit of business [20-21]. Due to the above fact, the requirement for more attention for Data Quality (DQ) in BD
should not be overlooked [22-23]. One of the keys to achieving successful management data in an organization, is by
attaining high DQ. Poor DQ has led organizations into several issues like wrong decisions, high cost and not being
able to provide customer satisfaction [24]. As data is a vital resource in all areas of applications within business
organizations and government agencies, DQ is vital for decision makers in the organizations to enable resolution
performance connected concerns [25-27].
For the achievement of high quality data, there is a need to employ diverse techniques and strategies. According
to [28-30] these strategies are divided into 1. Data-driven and 2. Process-driven. Data-driven strategies handles the
data the way it is, by enhancing the DQ by altering directly the values of data applying techniques and activities such
as integration or cleansing, while process-driven strategies make efforts to find poor DQ original sources and enhance
the DQ by the redesign of the process of data creation or modification. Generally, process-driven DQ strategies has
proven to perform better in comparison to data-driven strategies since its emphases is on removing the causes of DQ
problems. Additionally, data-driven strategies appear to be costlier than the process-driven strategies either within the
short long period [31]. There is a common phrase according to [32], by practitioners of quality control that one cannot
improve what cannot be measured. Therefore, attempts should be made to operationally provide the definition and
measurement of DQ. Sometimes, measurement of DQ is compared with measurement of physical product. So, [3334] said comparing the measurement of physical product, DQ has a multidimensional problem.
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Moreover, data has multidimensional concept that can be measured by various dimensions like consistency,
accuracy and timeliness [35-36]. These dimensions are characteristics for the measurement and management of data
and information quality across diverse domain and the metrics being used for measurement differ from context to
context [37]. This paper review studies on DQ and the various dimensions from the time of the traditional data
management system and their applicability in this era of BD. The rest of this paper is organized thus: Section 2
discusses BD and DQ, section 3 talked about DQDs, section 4 discussed DQDs for BD and the concluding remarks
came in the last section.
2.

BIG DATA AND DATA QUALITY

BD is a term used to describe huge data sets that are of diverse format created at a very high speed, the management
of which is near impossible by using traditional database management systems. Organizations and businesses today are
producing large datasets, the same way enormous number of data is being acquired and received from various sources
and stored [38], [39]. This is the era of BD which started to be recognized a few years back. Its initial definition gives
the term a poor definition of its representation; the only idea that it really conveys most frequently is of a huge volume
of data too large to be managed by the current processors of computers [40], [7]. However, According to[41], [42], BD
does not only concern the large volume of data but it also includes the ability to search, process, analyze and present
meaningful information obtain from huge, varied and rapidly moving datasets. These three attributes lead to the
foundational definition of BD regarding volume, variety, and velocity. Furthermore, [43], defined BD as high volume,
high velocity and high variety assets of information demanding cost effective ground-breaking forms of information
processing for improved insight and decision making. Data are created from an extensive range of sources such as social
media, the internet, databases, websites, sensors, and so on. But before these data are stored, processing and cleansing
with the help of numerous analytical algorithms are performed on them [44], [45]. However, because of the nature of
BD, oftentimes, organizations encounter issues and challenges. BD acquired are in large volume, of different varieties
and with unprecedented velocity which makes it challenging to manage the data. These concerns and challenges need
to be looked into for the stored data to be simply retrieved for making proper business decisions prospectively [46].
[47] identified the challenges and the riskiest of them is DQ.
DQ as a concept is not easily defined. The studies related to DQ began as far back as in the 90s - the days of
database management systems. Since then various researchers have proposed diverse definitions of DQ [48]. According
to [35] the group of Total Data Quality Management led by Professor Richard Wang of the MIT University, with their
in-depth research in the area of DQ defined it as fitness for use. And henceforth other researchers in the field came up
with their own definition in the literature as meeting the users’ expectations [49] (Sebastian-Coleman, 2012) or data
suitable for use by data users [50-53], [54-55, 40]. DQ is defined by the International Organization for
Standardization/International Electrotechnical Commission 25012 standard (ISO/IEC 2008) [56] as the extent to which
a set of features of data meets requirements. All the above definitions of DQ clearly indicates that DQ is highly reliant
on the context of the use of data and interactions to the customers’ requirements, the ability to use and access data [18].
According to [57], it was pointed out, that to enhance DQ, two strategies are involved which are: data-driven and
process-driven. The first strategy which is data-driven handles the data the way it is, making use of methods and actions
like cleansing to enhance the quality of the data. And secondly, Process-driven strategy tries to detect originating poor
DQ sources then redesigns the way the data is produced. DQ problems exist, right before the introduction of BD in the
field. According to [13], the researchers categorized DQ issues and challenges according to (i) errors correction, (ii)
unstructured data to structured conversion and (iii) integrating data from various sources of data. To add to the issues
mentioned above, there exist quite a number of particular BD challenges, which include the large volume of data
generated by web 2.0 moving at an unusual speed, contained within schema-less structures. Other BD quality issues are
also identified related with BD features [35, 58-60]. Because of these joint issues, the processes of BD cleaning and
sifting are phases to be implemented before the analyses of data with quality that is unknown. In [61] it is pointed out
that DQ problems are more pronounced when dealing with data from multiple data sources. This problem obviously
multiplies the data cleansing needs. Also, the huge amount of data sets that comes in at an unprecedented speed creates
an overhead on the cleansing processes [13]. With the magnitude of data generated, the velocity at which the data
arrives, and the huge variety of data, the quality of these data has left so much to be desired.
There has been an estimation of inaccurate data costing US businesses 600 billion dollars yearly [62]. The error
rate in data as recorded by enterprises is typically estimated to between 1% and 5%, while for some organizations; it is
well above 30% [63-64]. In the majority of data warehouse projects, data cleaning amounts to 30% to 80% of the
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developmental time plus the budget for enhancing the DQ against building the system. Regarding the web data, about
58% of the available files are XML, out of this volume, only 1/3 (one-third) of the XML documents with associated
XSD/DTD are valid [65]. Also, about 14% of the documents are not well-formed, which is a simple mistake of tags
that are mismatched and omitted tags that render the whole XML-technology unusable over these documents. All these
pinpoint the pressing requirement for DQ management to make sure data in the databases exemplify the real world
objects to that are refer in a reliable, consistent, precise, comprehensive, well-timed and exceptional way. There has
been increase in demands by business organisations to develop DQ management systems, with the sole aim of detecting
and efficiently correcting data errors. Thus, this move adds accurateness and value to the underlying business processes.
Indeed, it is estimated that the rate of growth of DQ tools in the market is growing at 16% annually. This value is far
above the average estimate of 7% for other IT sectors [66].
Data is exposed to auditing, profiling and the application of quality rules in a DQ system, with the aim of keeping
and/or improving the quality. DQ concept has been known in the database community and it has not been a passive
area of database management research for many years [67], [68-69]. Nevertheless, to apply directly these quality
concepts to BD encounters serious problems as regards to the costing as well as the timing for data processing. This
issue is made worst knowing the fact that these techniques were designed in the context of structured data [70]. Within
the context of BD, any DQ application must be designated base on the origin, domain, format, and the data type it is
being applied. It is essential to properly manage these DQ systems in solving the many problems rising in dealing with
such vast data sets. In addition, for DQ to be managed, it must be measurable using the DQDs which is reviewed in the
following section.
3.

DATA QUALITY DIMENSIONS

DQ can be analyzed from multiple dimensions. A Data Quality Dimension (DQD) is a feature or information part
use data requirements. DQD provides the way to measure and manage DQ [27, 57, 71-72], [27], [73]. It is a
quantifiable property of DQ which is a representative of some feature of the data such as accuracy, consistency and
completeness used in the guidance of the process of giving quality understanding [74]. Consequently, the description
of some specific data could be said to be high in quality, depending on one or multiple dimensions. It is a usual
phenomenon to find different terms denoting the same dimensions in the literature. For example, currency is
sometimes referred to as timeliness due to the fact that use of data is universal [75]. Also, DQDs are on many occasions
denoted as characteristics, or attributes [76]. Usually, data is altered owing to some factors such as the reading of
sensor’s devices, human data entry error, missing values in data, social media data and all sorts of unstructured data.
These factors should be identified and categorised under the DQDs especially when the quality requires improvement
and evaluation [13]. This is because DQ problems usually referred to as dirty or poor data are typically the particular
problem existent and manifests within a DQD, for example, format glitches suffaces under the accuracy DQDs, and
when data lacks in the appropriate format, it cannot be stared as quality data [77]. According to [78], various terms
are used in the description of the data DQ related issues. as well as the mapping between the various problems to each
of the relevant dimensions. The researchers in [56, 79] listed some details of dirty data affecting its quality component
and the dimensions is associated with. Below is the table by Taleb, 2016 oa short list of the familiar DQ issues
associted with DQDs.
Table. 1 Data quality issues vs data quality dimensions
Data Quality Dimensions Related
Data Quality Issues

Instance
Level
Schema
Level

Missing data
Incorrect data, Data entry errors
Irrelevant data
Outdated data
Misfielded and Contradictory values
Uniqueness constrains, Functional dependency violation
Wrong data type, poor schema design
Lack of integrity constraints

Accuracy

Completeness

X
X

X

Consistency

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
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3.1 Types of Data Quality Dimensions
There are several types of DQDs available in the literature and each of them is linked to specific metric [80-85].
The researchers in [86] identified forty DQDS that existed from 1985 to 2009. In addition, [73] revealed one hundred
and twenty-seven DQDs from the analysis of sixteen sources selected for the study. Although, the DQDs that are
commonly seen in the literature are categorized into intrinsic and contextual according to [32, 31, 80-81], both [35,
86] initially grouped DQs into four categories that are Intrinsic, Accessibility, Contextual, Representational in DQ
field which are based on their dimensions.
•
•
•
•

Intrinsic DQDs refers to data features that are native to the data and objective
Accessibility DQDs are categorized by fundamental issues relating to technical data access
Contextual DQDs refers to data features that are reliant on the context in which the data are perceived or used
Representational DQDs refers to how data is presented

The table below shows the categorization of DQDs:
Table. 2 Data quality categories and dimensions
DQ Category

DQ Dimensions

Intrinsic DQ
Accessibility DQ
Contextual DQ
Representational DQ

Accuracy, Objectivity, Believability, Reputation
Accessibility, Access security
Relevancy, Value-Added, Timeliness, Completeness, Amount of data
Interpretability, Ease of understanding, Concise representation, Consistent representation

Furthermore, other researchers have recognised different framework and methodology for the assessment and
improvement of DQ using various approaches and methods on DQDs [27]. These scholars demonstrated descriptions
for DQDs and brought to recognition more significant DQDs [27, 82 84, 87], [2, 11, 12, 22].
4.

DATA QUALITY DIMENSIONS FOR BIG DATA

Some studies have been conducted in organizations and in the academics regarding DQDs in BD. It has been
observed from the various research works that in most cases the DQDs used in measuring that are used on the
traditional data management systems are applicable in the measurement of DQ in BD. However, the DQDs for BD
are categorized into intrinsic and contextual and intrinsic [32]. Contextual DQDs are connected with the values of
data and intrinsic DQDs are related to the data intention, that is, the schema of the data [31, 13]. The intrinsic is
commonly used and frequently found in the literature [18, 13]. The intrinsic DQ consist of the following dimensions:
Accuracy, Completeness, Consistency and Timeliness. The above DQDs are associated with the ability of data to map
the interest of the data user [88].
Intrinsic DQ dimensions comprises of i. Accuracy: which measures whether logging of data was done correctly
and shows precise values. ii. Timeliness: This measures that if data is up to date or not which is occasionally signified
as data volatility and currency [89]. iii. Consistency: This measures agreement of data with its format and structure.
Studies on BDQ refers to conditional functional dependencies as DQ rules to identify semantic faults [90-91]. iv.
Completeness: This measures that if all data that are relevant are correctly recorded without missing values or entries
[13]. The features of BD, that is, volume, velocity, variety and veracity have a more or less result on the area of DQ. A
concern is that the DQ cannot just be described by the traditional DQDs, but also requires care to be taken considering
BD characteristics. This is called BD quality dimensions. The authors in [19] even merge BD characteristics – 3 Vs
with DQDs based on International Standard Organization/ International Electrotechnical Commission ISO/IEC. Thus,
for example, additional dimensions such as performance, relevancy, popularity and credibility are measured for quality
of social media data [92-93]. Accuracy, Completeness, consistency and timeliness were also used to evaluate BD in
health sector [8].
5.

CONCLUSION

DQ issue is a serious issue for organizational operation processes to be able to identify associated performance issues
since data is a vital resource in organizations, businesses and governmental agencies [28, 31, 62]. Organizational data
are no longer limited to just databases as new technologies emerge. BD sources have turned out to be significant in
organizations. This paper reviewed the literature on BD and DQDs from both the traditional data and BD. From the
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viewpoint BD quality research as compared with traditional data still has much to cover in using DQDs for the
assessment and evaluation of BD. The literatures right from the inception of DQ have defined DQ in different ways
and have identified various vital DQDs. Reaching up to one hundred and twenty-seven DQDs. It is also reviewed that
the most common DQDs used for BD are Accuracy, Consistency, Completeness and Timeliness. Therefore, there’s
still much to be covered in BD for DQDs for effective and efficient measurement of BD quality.
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